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1 Karras (1996, p. 193) notes that the debate about the optimal size of the public sector is one 
of the oldest and most enduring in economics.
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1. Introduction 

Pigou (1947, p. 34) claims that the social marginal cost of the public good is higher 
than its private marginal cost when the funding to cover production costs is raised 
through distortionary taxes, and hence the second-best level of public good provi-
sion is lower than the first-best level. This conjecture is important since asymmet-
ric information or other constraints rule out person-specific lump-sum taxes, and 
public revenues thereby are typically raised by distortionary taxes (Christiansen, 
2007, p. 26). Moreover, as a matter of fact, public sector activities comprise a con-
siderable share of output. For example, the share of total government outlays in 
GDP averaged slightly above 40% for the OECD countries during 2002 (Arons-
son, 2008, p. 350). Therefore, not surprisingly, Feldstein (1997, p. 197) and Ng 
(2000, p. 253) note that the central public finance question facing any country is 
the appropriate size of its government, which is meant to provide public goods like 
national defense, a legal system and police protection and so on.1 

There is a tremendous literature on Pigou’s conjecture since the early seventies, 
prompted by the advancements in the theory of optimal taxation. Despite being a 
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2 Another difference among the measures for the MCF is to use “compensation variation” or 
“equivalent variation” to measure “lost real income to the consumer”: e.g., Stuart (1984) uti-
lizes the equivalent variation whereas Ballard, Shoven, and Whalley (1985) and Brown-
ing (1987) utilize the compensation variation. However, Fullerton (1991, p. 303) shows that 
Stuart’s measure is always very close to that of Ballard, Shoven, and Whalley (1985), and 
concludes that the choice among compensation variation and equivalent variation matters for 
total excess burden, but not for marginal excess burden.

long-standing and central issue in public finance, the issue appears to be an unre-
solved one (Slemrod and Yitzhaki, 2001, p. 189; Christiansen, 2007, p. 25). 
In a survey, Ballard and Fullerton (1992, p. 118) state that “In recent years, 
public finance economists have produced a large literature on the indirect cost 
of the tax system, and the implications for government expenditure … In virtu-
ally every case, however, much of the work boils down to an attempt to identify 
the MCF,” where the MCF is the “marginal cost of public funds.” 

The MCF measures the loss incurred by society in raising an additional dollar 
of tax revenue to finance government spending, i.e., it is the social marginal cost 
divided by the private marginal cost. As emphasized by Dahlby (2008, p. 2), the 
MCF gives us “a very intuitive way of describing fiscal choices, and therefore it can 
be readily used to convey economists’ insights to policy makers and the general 
public.” In general, the MCF can give us insights into the optimal government 
size. Moreover, Dahlby (2008) demonstrates that, in practice, the MCF can be 
used to evaluate tax reforms, public expenditure programs, and other public poli-
cies, ranging from tax enforcement to privatization of public enterprizes. 

Unfortunately, there are many different measures of the MCF. Dahlby (2008, 
p. 2) notes that “While a substantial literature on the MCF has developed over 
the last twenty years, much of this literature is fragmented because authors have 
used different measures for the MCF.” Ballard (1990, p. 263) and Ballard 
and Fullerton (1992, p. 124) argue that, in order to classify measures of the 
MCF, it is important to make the distinction between two approaches. The so-
called Pigou-Harberger-Browing approach assumes that tax revenue collections 
are held constant and the consumer is compensated by a lump-sum transfer. 
Hence, income effects wash out and only substitution effects remain (e.g., see 
Browning, 1976, p. 284). In contrast, in the so-called Stiglitz-Dasgupta-Atkin-
son-Stern approach, the spending level is changed and the level of distortion-
ary taxation is changed correspondingly. This approach emphasizes the revenue 
effect, an income effect.2 

Snow and Warren (1996) reconcile the above two approaches since their 
results imply that it depends upon the specific situation whether the MCF should 
take into account the revenue effect. This is because there is a project-specific 
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3 Stuart (1984, p. 353) argues that “the equilibrium level of tax revenue generally depends on 
the way in which the government spends the revenue, the value of marginal excess burden 
cannot itself be independent of the type of the marginal spending.” Ballard and Fuller-
ton (1992, p. 125) also emphasizes this rule: “The MCF depends on the entire interaction 
between the public expenditure and taxed activities.” Besley and Jewitt (1991, p. 1769) also 
emphasizes this rule in a different context.

effect, which depends on the complementarity or substitutability between a par-
ticular project and the existing set of taxed activities.3 For example, if we build 
a road, and if the road encourages consumption of gasoline, and if gasoline is 
taxed, then the road helps to pay for itself through the gasoline tax. As a result, it 
would be more likely for the road to be approved than we might have suspected 
on the basis of the simple Samuelson condition. 

This paper tries to reconcile the two approaches from a general viewpoint. This 
is because, as emphasized by Besley and Jewitt (1991, p. 1769), “governments 
do typically seem to operate in a decentralized manner, with different authorities 
responsible for taxing and spending decisions.” Therefore, the authority respon-
sible for taxing decision may not know the specific characteristics of the public 
good, and hence the authority needs general insights in evaluating the relative 
merits of the two approaches. 

Our theory is a cross between the two approaches. On the one hand, because 
good economic analysis calls for joint consideration of both the expenditure and 
tax sides of public finance (Slemrod and Yitzhaki, 2001, p. 189), we follow 
Atkinson and Stern (1974) to assume that the optimal level of public expendi-
ture and the optimal set of distortionary taxes are chosen simultaneously and the 
economy thereby is at its second-best optimum. On the other hand, we follow the 
idea of the Pigou-Harberger-Browing approach to derive a measure which aims 
at capturing the distortionary effect associated with commodity as opposed to 
lump-sum taxation. [We show that, in the measure proposed by Atkinson and 
Stern (1974), the comparison is with a “windfall” to the government.] 

Section 2 sets up the model. In Section 3, we derive the optimality condition 
for second-best public good provision. We then use this optimality condition 
to derive the two traditional measures of the MCF – one is with the revenue 
effect and the other is without. Section 4 begins with utilizing the optimality 
condition derived in Section 3 to demonstrate that it depends upon the relation 
between the public and taxed private goods whether the revenue effect should 
be included in the MCF or not, a result similar to those of Snow and Warren 
(1996). However, the main purpose of Section 4 aims at deriving the new meas-
ure of the MCF. Section 5 concludes this paper. 
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2. The Model

The model is a standard model where the government follows the Ramsey com-
modity taxation rule to collect tax revenues to finance the provision of a public 
good. There are n taxed private commodities x1,…,xn with post-tax prices p1,…,pn. 
The specific tax on the i-th private good is ti, i.e., ti ≡ pi − ci where ci is the pre-
tax price of xi. It is assumed that each pre-tax price is constant. The x, p and c 
denote (x1,…,xn)′, (p1,…, pn)′ and (c1,…,cn)′,  respectively, where “′” stands for 
“transpose.” Similarly, t ≡ p − c.

There is a single consumer whose preference is represented by a direct utility 
function U(x,z,g) where z represents the numeraire, and g is the level of public 
good provision. It is assumed that z is not taxed, and hence its post-tax price is 
equal with 1, a standard assumption in the literature (Atkinson and Stiglitz, 
1980, pp. 371–372; Stern, 1986, p. 298). The public good has a total cost func-
tion C(g). 

The notation is defined as follows: 

V(p, g, y) ≡ maxx,zU(x, z, g) s.t. p′x + z ≤ y, i.e., it is the indirect utility function 
where y is the lump-sum income. 

X i(p, g, y) ≡ the Marshallian demand function for good xi (i = 1,…,n).
X (p, g, y) ≡ (X 1(p, g, y),…, X n(p, g, y))′. 
R(p, g, y) ≡ (p − c)′ X (p, g, y), i.e., it is the tax revenue function. 
If a capitalized notation has a subscript, then this subscript represents a partial 

differentiation. For example, we write Vy, Vi and X ij for ∂V / ∂y , ∂V / ∂pi  and 
∂X  i / ∂pj , respectively. 

α ≡ Vy, i.e., it is the marginal utility of income. 
E(p, g, u) ≡ minx,z p′x + z s.t. U(x, z, g) ≥ u, i.e., it is the expenditure function 

where u is the utility level. 
H i(p, g, u) ≡ Ei, i.e., it is the Hicksian demand function for xi (i = 1,…,n). 
H (p, g, u) ≡ (H 1(p, g, u),…,H n(p, g, u))′.
W (p, g, u) ≡ − Eg, i.e., it is the marginal willingness to pay for the public good. 
∂X / ∂p′ is the n × n matrix [ X ij ]. ∂H / ∂p′ is defined similarly. 
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3. The Optimality Conditions and the MCF 

In Subsection 3.1, we derive the optimality condition for second-best public 
good provision. We present this optimality condition in two equivalent forms, 
one in terms of Marshallian demand functions, the other in terms of Hicksian 
demand functions. In Subsection 3.2, we present the two measures of the MCF, 
which correspond to the two forms of the optimality condition in Subsection 
3.1. In Subsection 3.3, we also use the two forms of the optimality condition to 
derive two measures of the MCF which are applicable even when taxes are not 
set optimally. 

3.1 Two Forms of Second-Best Optimality Condition 

The social planner’s second-best problem can be represented by 

 ( ) max ( ) s t ( ) ( )
g

V T f V g T R g T T f C g∗

,
, ≡ , ,− . . , ,− + + ≥

p
p p  (3.1)

where T and f are given, T is a lump-sum tax, and f is a windfall received by the 
social planner (e.g., foreign aid). Let the Lagrangian function of (3.1) be 

 ( ) [ ( ) ( )]L V g T R g T T f C gλ= , ,− + , ,− + + −p p

where λ is a Lagrange multiplier. Partially differentiating L with respect to g and 
dividing ∂L / ∂g = 0 by α give the following equation [Eq. (3) of Atkinson and 
Stern (1974)]: 

 
d ( )

.
d g

C g
W

g

λ

α

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥′= −
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

t X  (3.2)

Partially differentiating L with respect to p′, and applying the Roy’s identity 
towards ∂L / ∂p′ = 0 yields the following equation:

 
R

α λ λ
⎡ ⎤∂ ∂⎢ ⎥′ ′ ′= = + .
⎢ ⎥′ ′∂ ∂⎣ ⎦

X
X X t

p p
 (3.3)

Multiplying the above equation by t from the right and dividing it by λR  yield 
an expression for α / λ : 
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1
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X
t t

p
 (3.4)

It is next to use the Slutsky equation to express the optimality condition in terms 
of Hicksian demand functions. The Slutsky equation is 

 y

X H
X X

p p

Applying the Slutsky equation towards (3.3) yields 

 
H

H H t
p

 (3.5)

where yR  is the so called “social marginal utility of income” intro-
duced by Diamond (1975, p. 338). Just as (3.3) leads to (3.4), (3.5) leads to the 
following equation: 

 
1

1
R

H
t t

p
 (3.6)

Drawing upon (11) of King (1986) yields the following equation: 

 g g yWX H X  (3.7)

By substituting (3.7) into (3.2) yields the following equation [Eq. (3.4a) of Batina 
and Ihori (2005)]: 

 
d ( )

d g

C g
W

g
t H  (3.8)

which is a counterpart of (3.2). 

3.2 Two Measures of the MCF and the Revenue Effect 

As noted by Ballard and Fullerton (1992, p. 124), neither Stiglitz and Das-
gupta (1971) nor Atkinson and Stern (1974) use the “marginal cost of public 
funds” terminology. However, Atkinson and Stern state that “  is the marginal 
utility of income and  is the social marginal cost of raising revenue” (p. 122). 
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4 Please refer to Proposition 1 of Chang and Peng (2009) for sufficient conditions for guaran-
teeing that MCF u > 1.

This may explain why λ / α is sometimes referred to as the MCF (e.g., Batina 
and Ihori, 2005, p. 32). Therefore, we can utilize λ / α to define the following 
MCF: 

 
1

MCF
1

1

u

R

λ

α
≡ =

∂
′+ ×

′∂

X
t t

p

 (3.9)

where the superscript “u” denotes “uncompensated” since this definition includes 
an income effect. Applying the Slutsky equation towards (3.4) yields another 
expression for α / λ [Eq. (6) of Atkinson and Stern (1974)]: 

 
1

1 yR
R

α

λ

∂
′= + × − .

′∂

H
t t

p
 (3.4’) 

Therefore, 

 
1

MCF .
1

1

u

yR
R

=
∂

′+ × −
′∂

H
t t

p

 (3.9’) 

The term R′ ′∂ / ∂ /t H p t  is nonpositive since the Slutsky matrix ′∂ / ∂H p  is 
semi-negative definite. Therefore, Atkinson and Stern point out that this term 
works in the direction of 1,λ α/ >  and hence represents “the distortionary effect 
with which Pigou was concerned.” 

However, they note that Pigou overlooked the term −Ry , which is referred to 
as the “revenue effect” by them. Moreover, they utilize this term to challenge 
Pigou’s conjecture by emphasizing that −Ry may be positive. For example, if n = 1 
(i.e., there is only one taxed commodity), x1 is the “negative labor supply,” and 
the leisure is a normal good, then −t1 > 0 (a negative tax rate on leisure raising 
positive tax revenue) and 1 0,yX >  implying that 0.yR− >  In other words, if the 
labor supply is subject to a linear tax, and the Marshallian labor supply curve is 
backward-bending, then MCF 

u may be less than unity.4 
Just as the optimality condition (3.3) leads to MCFu, the optimality condition 

(3.5) leads to the following measure: 
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5 It is clear that μ > 0, implying that 1 − μ / λ < 1. Eq. (3.6) implies that 1 − μ / λ ≥ 0 since the 
Slutsky matrix is semi-negative definite.

6 In our notation, Dahlby uses −Vi / (λRi) to measure the monetary cost of raising an additional 
dollar of tax revenue from good i. According to the Roy’s identity, −Vi / λ = αX i / λ.

 
1

MCF
1

1

c

R

λ

μ
≡ =

∂
′+ ×

′∂

H
t t

p

 (3.10)

where the superscript “c” denotes “compensated.” By contrast to MCFu, MCFc 
does not include the revenue effect, −Ry. It is known that 0 < μ / λ ≤ 1.5 It thus 
is guaranteed that MCF c ≥ 1. 

3.3 When Taxes Are not Set Optimally 

As noted by Dahlby (2008, p. 24), “optimal taxation is a goal that is seldom real-
ized in practice.” It thus is important to derive measures of the MCF for the case 
where taxes are not set optimally. In this subsection, we follow an idea of Dahlby 
(2008, Sec. 2.3) to use the optimality condition to derive this kind of measures. 
Rewrite (3.3) as the following [Eq. (2.2’) of Chang and Peng (2009)]: 

 1
i

i

X
i … n

R
λ

α
= , = , , .  (3.11)

This equation suggests that the following is a measure of the MCF [Eq. (7) of 
Slemrod and Yitzhaki (2001)]: 

 MCF 1
i

u
i

i

X
i … n

R
= , = , , .  (3.12)

This equation is similar with (2.23) of Dahlby (2008).6

Eq. (3.11) implies that if taxes are set optimally, then, as emphasized by Dahlby 
(2008, p. 26) and Chang and Peng (2009, p. 682), the marginal cost of raising 
revenue is the same for all tax sources: MCF1

u = MCF2
u = … = MCFn

u = MCF u. 
The MCFi

u still measures the monetary cost of raising an additional dollar of tax 
revenue from good i, even when taxes are not set optimally. For example, if we 
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7 The very recent literature also continues to utilize this concept, e.g., see (16) of Liu (2003, 
p. 1714). This intuitive approach has the following advantage: it can come up with a number 
for the MCF without assuming that the economy is necessarily at its second-best optimum.

8 In the model of Wildasin (1984), there is only one taxed commodity, and the “SMC” defined 
in (1) is exactly MCFi

c.

find that MCFi
u > MCFj

u, then, as noted by Dahlby (2008, p. 26), a revenue-
neutral tax reform – switching revenues from good i to good j – will improve 
the taxpayer’s well-being. 

We can derive the above measure by an alternative approach. It is a popular 
practice in the previous literature [e.g., please refer to Browning (1976, p. 285) 
or Wildasin (1984, p. 227)] to use the following intuitive approach to capture 
the MCF: “lost real income to the consumer” being divided by “the increment 
in tax revenue.”7 From the viewpoint of this intuitive approach, MCFi

u indeed is 
a measure of the MCF since, according to the Roy’s identity, Xi captures the lost 
real income to the consumer (namely, X i = −Vi / α) and, by definition, Ri repre-
sents the increment in revenue. 

Note that here we establish the relationship between the measure derived by 
the theoretical framework of Atkinson and Stern (1974), namely, MCFu, with 
a measure derived by the intuitive approach, namely, MCFi

u. 
We can use the same procedure to derive the compensated counterpart of 

MCFi
u. Eq. (3.5) similarly leads to the following equation: 

 1
i

c
i

X
i … n

R
λ

μ
= , = , ,  (3.13)

where R c(p, u) ≡ t ′H(p, u). Eq. (3.13) suggests that the following is a measure of 
the MCF: 

 MCF 1
i

c
i c

i

X
i … n

R
= , = , , .  (3.14)

We can show that the Pigou-Harberger-Browning approach uses the above 
measure.8 
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9 Because Snow and Warren want to cover all the measures of the MCF in the literature, their 
setup is more general than ours. If we let n = 1, and let x1 denote “negative labor supply,” then 
their setup is similar with ours. However, in our setup, we assume (1) that there is no wage 
income exempt from taxation, and hence t1 not only is a marginal tax rate but also is an aver-
age tax rate; (2) that all the tax revenue is utilized to finance the public good, i.e., in the ter-
minology of Snow and Warren (1996, p. 292), the proportion of total tax revenue devoted 
to “exhaustive public spending” is one; (3) that the economy is situated in the second-best 
solution described in (3.1). Snow and Warren do not rely upon these assumptions. For exam-
ple, like Mayshar (1990, 1991), they allow for a difference in average and marginal tax rates. 
Moreover, in their setup, there may be transfer payments, i.e., the proportion of total tax rev-
enue devoted to “exhaustive public spending” may be less than one. Their (18) and (21) cor-
respond to our (3.2) and (3.8). Notice that our equations, though much simpler, capture all 
the effects emphasized by them. For example, in their (18), there are “distortionary effect,” 
“revenue effect” and “budget effect” (p. 296). It is clear that our framework also captures these 
three effects. [The second term on the right-hand side of (3.2) is the budget effect.] 

4. A New Measure of the MCF 

Snow and Warren (1996) demonstrate that it depends upon the specific situ-
ation which measure of the MCF is correct. It is next to demonstrate that the 
optimality framework in Section 3 straightforwardly yields a similar result.9 
Ballard and Fullerton (1992, p. 118) define the MCF to be the number 
which is used to multiply the direct marginal cost in the cost-benefit analysis of 
a public project: 

 MRS MCF MRT= × .∑

If we define the MCF in this way, then we can utilize the optimality condition to 
evaluate measures of the MCF. First, because dC( g ) / dg is the MRT, from (3.2) 
it follows that MCFu is a correct measure of the MCF if Xg = 0. Second, from 
(3.8) it follows that MCFc is a correct measure of the MCF if Hg = 0. Therefore, 
it depends upon the relation between g and x whether the revenue effect should 
be included in the MCF or not. 

Both MCFu and MCFc include λ. It thus is important to analyze the essence 
of λ. According to (3.1), from the envelope theorem it follows that .fVλ ∗=  This 
means that λ measures the marginal value of one dollar windfall, and hence λ / α 
measures the marginal monetary value of one dollar windfall, implying that 
MCFu measures the social marginal cost of one dollar commodity tax revenue 
as opposed to one dollar windfall. In contrast, TV ∗  is the extra value of one dollar 
lump-sum tax revenue being substituted for one dollar commodity tax revenue. 
Accordingly, the marginal monetary benefit of one dollar lump-sum tax revenue 
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10 This equation is similar with (A.3) of Atkinson and Stern (1974, p. 127).

being substituted for one dollar commodity tax revenue is 1.TV α∗ / +  In other 
words, MCF∗ measures the marginal monetary cost of one dollar commodity tax 
revenue being substituted for one dollar lump-sum tax revenue where 

 MCF 1TV
α

∗
∗ ≡ + .  (4.1)

From the envelope theorem it follows that 

 1 (1 )T
y

V
R

λ

α α

∗

= − + − .  (4.2)

Therefore, 

 MCF (1 )yR
λ

α

∗ = − ,  (4.3)

which, together with (3.9), implies that 

 MCF MCF (1 )u
yR∗ = × − .  (4.4)

Therefore, in practice, it is easy to obtain the new measure once MCFu is 
obtained. 

Substitute (3.4’) into (4.3) to obtain 

 
1

MCF
1

1

y

y

R

R
R

∗
−

= .
∂

′+ × −
′∂

H
t t

p

 (4.5)

Eq. (4.5) shows that MCF∗ involves the revenue effect. This is a surprising result 
since MCF∗ and MCF c share the same basic idea, namely, both of them meas-
ure the social marginal cost of the commodity taxation as opposed to the lump-
sum taxation. 

Eq. (4.5) reveals that, compared with MCFu in (3.9’), the MCF∗, as expected, 
plays down the revenue effect since not only the denominator but also the numer-
ator should be subtracted by Ry. Substituting (3.4’) into (4.2) yields10 
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11 We are in a position to point out a neglected but important contradiction in Atkinson and 
Stern (1974). As mentioned, they state that λ is the social marginal cost of raising revenue 
(p. 122), and emphasize that the revenue effect may let λ / α be lower than one. However, they 
also use the lump-sum taxation as a reference point when they mention the excess burden asso-
ciated with commodity taxation; and, in particular, they exactly use VT

∗ to capture the excess 
burden of commodity as opposed to lump-sum taxation (p. 123 and p. 127). This approach 
implies that the social marginal cost of raising revenue is λ(1 − Ry) since VT

∗ = λ(1 − Ry) − α. 
Moreover, we have shown that if we let λ(1 − Ry) represent the social marginal cost, then its cor-
responding MCF is guaranteed to be higher than one, i.e., it is unambiguous that the revenue 
effect itself cannot overturn “Pigou’s excess burden argument.” Therefore, this approach itself 
suggests that Atkinson and Stern might overstate the significance of the revenue effect.

12 In the Ramsey taxation, a tax rate may be negative, especially when there are complementa-
rities between the taxed goods (Tirole, 1988, p. 70; Bös, 1989, p. 202; Chang and Peng, 

 
1

0TV
R

λ

α α

∗ ∂
′= − × ≥ .

′∂

H
t t

p
 (4.6)

Therefore, from (4.1) it follows that MCF∗ should be larger than unity. This result 
is not surprising since MCF∗ plays down the revenue effect.11 

We are in a position to find out the ranking between MCFu, MCFc and MCF∗. 
We can use (4.4) to compare MCF∗ with MCFu. The MCF∗ in (4.5) can be rewrit-
ten in the following form: 

 
1

MCF
1

1
(1 )yR R

∗ = .
∂

′+ ×
′∂ −

H
t t

p

Using this form, it is easy to compare MCF∗ with MCFc. From 1μ λ/ ≤  it fol-
lows 1 1yR α λ≤ − / < . Therefore, it is without loss of generality to assume that 
are sure that 1 0yR− > .  We can show that MCF∗ always lies between MCF c and 
MCF u: 

 
MCF MCF MCF if 0 1

MCF MCF MCF if 0

c u
y

c u
y

R

R

∗

∗

⎧⎪ < < , < < ;⎪⎨
⎪ > > , > .⎪⎩

The above inequalities also imply that if Ry > 0, then MCFu overestimates the 
marginal cost of one dollar commodity tax revenue being substituted for one 
dollar lump-sum tax revenue while MCFc underestimates. If Ry < 0,12 then the 
opposite holds. 
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2009, Proposition 2). Therefore, Ry is not guaranteed to be positive even each private taxed 
good is normal.

5. Conclusions 

There is no consensus in the literature as to how to measure the marginal cost 
of public funds. Most prominent are two competing proposals which can be 
traced back to the Pigou-Harberger-Browing approach and the Stiglitz-Dasgupta- 
Atkinson-Stern approach. The latter approach emphasizes the so called revenue 
effect, an income effect, whereas the former approach only involves substitution 
effects. The proposal of the Pigou-Harberger-Browing approach is the appropriate 
measure if the Hicksian demand for each taxed private commodity is independ-
ent of the public good provision level while the proposal of the Stiglitz-Dasgupta-
Atkinson-Stern approach is the appropriate measure if the Marshallian demand 
for each taxed private commodity is independent of the public good provision 
level. 

This paper tries to reconcile the two approaches from a general viewpoint since 
the authority responsible for taxing decision may not know the specific character-
istics of the public good, and hence the authority needs general insights in evalu-
ating the relative merits of the two approaches. We demonstrate that the revenue 
effect represents a distortionary effect associated with commodity taxation as 
opposed to a “windfall,” instead of lump-sum taxation. Therefore, our research 
strategy is a cross between the two approaches. On the one hand, we follow the 
Stiglitz-Dasgupta-Atkinson-Stern approach to assume that the optimal level of 
public expenditure and the optimal set of distortionary taxes are chosen simul-
taneously and the economy thereby is at its second-best optimum. On the other 
hand, we follow the idea of the Pigou-Harberger-Browing approach to derive a 
measure which aims at capturing the distortionary effect associated with com-
modity as opposed to lump-sum taxation. We demonstrate that this new mea-
sure plays down, but still includes, the revenue effect. Hence, the new measure 
lies between the two measures proposed by the two approaches. Moreover, this 
new measure is guaranteed to be higher than unity. 
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SUMMARY

It is an important difference in different measures of the marginal cost of public 
funds whether to take into account the “revenue effect” emphasized by Atkin-
son and Stern (1974). This paper tries to reconcile two competing measures 
from a general viewpoint. We demonstrate that the revenue effect represents a 
distortionary effect associated with commodity taxation as opposed to a “wind-
fall.” We thus derive a new measure which captures the distortionary effect asso-
ciated with commodity as opposed to lump-sum taxation. This new measure is 
guaranteed to be higher than unity. Moreover, this new measure lies between 
the two measures.


